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Preface
This is a Neighbourhood Plan produced under the Localism Act 2011 and the Neighbourhood
Planning Regulations 2012. Deviock Parish Council started work on this plan in 2014.
The Plan has been developed by a small team nominated by the Parish Council. The Plan considers
the views of parishioners, which have been expressed through meetings, questionnaires and
consultations over a 20-month period (CEB1, CEB2).
During this period, the Parish Council has met with trades and commercial organisations who have
an interest in the Parish as well as consultants employed by the planning team and have followed
the guidance provided by Cornwall Council.
Comments and suggestions were invited on numerous occasions before the plan was finalised and
submitted to Cornwall Council, that will undertake a formal internal consultation on the submitted
document in 2019.
Following agreement on a draft plan, the document will then be submitted to an independent
examination in 2019 and amended to include the examiner’s recommendations.
The recommendations will be approved by Cornwall Council, and agreement will be reached to
hold a Parish-wide referendum on the plan, which will be held in 2019.
If the plan gains a majority vote, it will be adopted as part of the Development Plan for Deviock
Parish.
This plan has the potential to be a major consideration in the determination of applications for
planning permission made to Cornwall Council.
In addition, the Parish Council will implement the Vision and Objectives for the Parish that the
parishioners have approved.
Enquiries on Deviock Parish Neighbourhood Plan should be sent to:
Parish Clerk,
The Vestry,
St Nicolas Chuch,
Downderry,
PL11 3LE
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Foreword
The Neighbourhood Plan will cover a 12-year time period with reviews after 5 years and 10 years.
The Plan allows our community to exert more control over where and what development takes
place, to influence the type and quality of those developments, and to ensure that the changes
they bring meet local objectives.
We welcome the Government’s approach to giving our local community the opportunity to
influence the future of the place in which we live. Neighbourhood planning will allow us to
determine our future, to have a say in the planning of the Parish, and support improvements in
transport, retail, employment and environment.
The community of Deviock Parish needs a Neighbourhood Plan as a tool to build a balanced
community with local job prospects, good transport links, community amenities, educational
facilities, control of coastal erosion and flooding, and to provide sufficient open spaces for both
the community and visitors to enjoy and appreciate a coastal Parish of great beauty.
Section 1 provides a background to the history of the location, its economy and environment, and
provides a socio-economic profile of the population supported by census and community
questionnaires.
Section 2 describes the vision for Deviock. This was formulated in conjunction with the community.
It shows how parishioners envisage future development, and how this will be managed and
controlled over the next 12 years. A great deal of consideration has been given to how these
objectives can be achieved within the wider planning context.
Section 3 demonstrates how Deviock exceeded its housing allocation by December 2018 due to
the number of dwellings already built or committed.
Section 4 examines in detail the individual objectives outlined in the previous section. Each
objective gives rise to a number of Parish Policies which are identified and supported.
The main challenges that we seek to address are:
•
•
•
•
•

Protecting our environment from damage by flooding, erosion and over-development;
Making sure that the Parish has the right balance of housing stock to meet the needs of
the community;
Ensuring new developments are of good quality and integrate sympathetically into the
landscape;
Job prospects are enhanced so that both young and old have a future in the community;
Local life retains its quality and that the essential infrastructure to support the community
is both retained and enhanced.

Overall, we need to ensure that we work towards a sustainable community. Therefore, new
developments must be designed to have a lower reliance on energy sources which have high
carbon emissions.
In addition, they must be resilient against the increasing extreme weather events resulting from
climate change. Services and facilities must be retained to support the local population. Finally,
the Parish’s natural environment draws locals to live here causing it to be a priority for protection.
Chairman, Deviock Parish Council.
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Figure 1. Designated NDP Area for Deviock NDP
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1. About Deviock Parish
1 Deviock is a coastal parish in south-east Cornwall and includes the villages of Downderry,
Seaton, Hessenford and the hamlet of Narkurs as well as a variety of farms and individual
dwellings (refer to Fig.1).
2 The Parish is just over 5000 acres. It is in a designated Area of Great Landscape Value with hills
and deep valleys sweeping down to high natural cliffs facing south to the English Channel. The
B3247 starts at Hessenford, runs down Seaton River Valley and through both Seaton and
Downderry.
3 The Parish includes Downderry (east) and Seaton (west), two south facing villages set upon the
southern coastline with a long shingle beach running along their shorelines. The coastal path
runs through these villages, and as well as the beach, regularly attracts tourists throughout the
year.
4 Downderry is sited on a low cliff which sits upon a rocky platform whereas Seaton is situated
at the mouth of the River Seaton at the foot of the Hessenford Valley (Figure 1).
5 Hessenford, the smallest of the villages, is situated in the wooded Seaton River Valley with
Seaton River running through it. Its surrounding steep hills and flood-prone river have
constrained development here. Seaton Valley Countryside Park is situated south of the village
and follows the river into Seaton.
6 The Parish is fortunate to have a wide range of community facilities that are attractive to
residency in the area. There is a primary school, a doctor’s surgery, a restaurant, three public
houses, two shops, three cafes, three churches, three village halls and a lifeboat ramp, all of
which are highly valued by the community. Deviock Parish is connected through good
broadband and moderately acceptable mobile signal.
7 Comparison between the 2001 and 2011 Census information has revealed an increasing
population from 1,339 to 1,420 (see Appendix 1). We believe this has been further increased
into 2018. In addition, Deviock has an ageing population. In 2011, 35.3% of the population
were 60+, an increase of 4% since 2001, whereas only 22.2% were under 24. The proportion
of 60+ aged residents is higher than the average for Cornwall, the South West and England as
a whole. These statistics reflect that Deviock is a popular location for retirement. This belief is
also supported by a higher proportion of Deviock’s population being retired than in full time
employment (see Appendix 2). In addition, over 75% of Deviock residents have the financial
security of home ownership (see Appendix 3).
8 Overall, our research has shown that there is a reducing percentage of permanent residents,
and within the permanent population the percentage of retired people is increasing year on
year. The number of second homes and holiday homes has increased to the detriment of those
that live in the Parish permanently, whilst, unlike some resort parishes, tourism has not
noticeably boosted the local economy. This gradual change is regarded as a major challenge
that needs to be confronted. At the same time the Parish recognises that it needs to offer
housing that can accommodate the changing demographics and provide for all sectors of the
community into the future. The aim of this plan is not to restrict necessary development, but
to avoid unnecessary development that does not match the needs of the population or support
the sustainability of the community.
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2. Vision for Deviock
Recognising Deviock as a picturesque place to live by safeguarding
attractive landscapes and areas of environmental significance. It has a
sustainable community that supports a high quality of life for all of its
residents. It is a caring, inclusive and family-orientated Parish that
embraces all ages and capabilities.
9 In order to achieve this vision, a set of objectives has been set. These objectives will be
achieved through a number of policies which have been put in place in this Neighbourhood
Development Plan.

Neighbourhood Development Plan Strategic Objectives
1. To maintain, improve and expand the provision of services, facilities and amenities in
Deviock to suit the young and the aged, the strong and the frail;
2. To improve and make best use of community facilities which are vital to village life;
3. To increase the availability of employment within the Parish, particularly for the young,
and improve accessibility to jobs;
4. To improve the affordability of housing to meet the needs of local residents and reduce
the proportion of holiday and under-occupied properties;
5. To upgrade the provision of transport networks throughout the Parish and improve road
safety;
6. To develop an eco-friendly infrastructure strategy and network, and through
conservation protect the coastline and the natural beauty of the Parish landscape;
7. To reduce the risk of flooding and coastal erosion and develop a viable and resilient
approach to coastal defences;
8. To maintain the historic and natural environment of the Parish through careful
consideration of scale, design, layout and location of any new developments;
9. To protect sites of geological and biodiversity importance and avoid the loss of natural
habitats.
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3. Deviock Housing Statement
NDP Housing Requirement
10 Cornwall’s Local Plan apportions 1500 dwellings to be delivered in the Deviock, Duloe,
Dobwalls & Trewidland, Lanreath, Lansallos, Lanteglos, Liskeard, Looe, Menheniot, Morval,
Pelynt, Quethiock, St Cleer, St Keyne, St Neot, St Martin-by-Looe, St Pinnock and Warleggan
parishes that make up the area of Looe and Liskeard rural CNA. Figures supplied by Cornwall
Council are presented in Table 1, and show that as a minimum Deviock Parish needs to deliver
around 70 new dwellings between 2017 and 2030, to be considered in general conformity with
the Local Plan. The majority of the 70 dwellings have already been granted permission. There
is an outstanding requirement for 5 dwellings from 2017-2030.

Looe and Liskeard CNA (Rural)

a) Local Plan
Housing Target
(April 2010 – April
2030)

(b) CNA
Commitments (10%)
(April 2017)

(c) CNA
Completions
(April 2010 – April
2017)

(d) Local Plan
Target
(April 2017-April
2030)
(a- (b+c))

1500

685

745

70

(f) Parish
Commitments (10%)
(April 2017)

(g) Parish
Completions
(April 2010 – April
2017)

42

49

(e) Adjusted Pro
Rata rate*

Deviock Parish

7%

(h) Parish ’s share
of the remaining
Local Plan Target
((e÷100)xd)
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Table 1: Minimum NDP housing target to be in conformity with Cornwall’s Local Plan.

11 The coastal strip has experienced considerable development in the last 5 years and by Dec
2018 the housing allocation for the plan period had been met for Deviock. The type of housing
units and the location going forward needs to be rethought to take account of local needs and
coastal erosion.

Delivering the Deviock Housing Requirement
12 The Deviock NDP seeks to facilitate the delivery of approximately 70 dwellings which should
meet the policies set out in H1, H2, H3 and H4. This is to ensure that development takes place
in the most appropriate areas, to a scale which is in keeping with the settlement and
contributes to preserving and enhancing the identity of Deviock. Table 2 sets out an estimation
of the number of dwellings that the Deviock NDP policies provide for. The policies facilitate
delivery of an estimated 5 dwellings, meeting the NDP housing target up to 2030.
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4. Deviock NDP: Policies
13 Deviock NDP sets out 5 Policies to help achieve our Objectives and Vision. The policies
have been developed based on evidence provided by the Deviock community. In addition,
the policies follow guidance from the National Planning Policy Framework, Cornwall Local
Plan, Shoreline Management Plan (SMP), consultation at public events, neighbourhood
plan questionnaires and evidence from individual professional bodies.

4.1. Coastal Change – ‘CC’ Policies
14 Coastal change has been highlighted as a major concern throughout the community,
specifically within Downderry and Seaton. The Deviock coastline is one of the main
attractions within the community, therefore, it is important that we maintain this special
area and give everyone the ability to enjoy and adapt to coastal changes that will take
place in the future.
Policies in this section:
CC1 Designation of Coastal Change Management Area (CCMA)
CC2 Proposals for development in the CCMA.
CC3 Proposals for the development of privately-owned sea defences.
CC4 Maintaining beach access
15 The majority of development in Deviock has occurred parallel with its coastline. The
prevailing south-westerly wave and wind direction has caused development along this
stretch of coastline to be at risk from coastal erosion (shown in Figure 2) and flood risk is
increased by the low-lying topography in Seaton.
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Figure 2: A map showing the coastal erosion risk zone (green) and flood extent (blue) by 2105, Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
SMP2

16 The westerly end of Downderry protrudes further out into the sea than the rest of this
coastline due to a combination of a more elevated rocky shore platform and a rock
revetment. This area contains a curved seawall and rock armour while the east side
contains gabions and a variety of privately-owned defences. A seawall is also present in
Seaton, protecting the lower part of Looe Hill from coastal erosion. Figure 2 shows the
most extensive area at risk of coastal erosion in Deviock is in the western area of
Downderry where the calculated rate of coastal retreat is estimated to be up to 100m in
the next 100 years. (refer to ECC1).
17 Due to the nature of Downderry’s soft cliffs, which are comprised of unstable slate
fragments imbedded into a soft clay matrix, cliff erosion along this coastline can be caused
by both wave action and sub-aerial erosion such as runoff and soakaways (ECC2).
18 Seaton sits at the mouth of the low-lying Seaton River Valley. According to the SMP Seaton
will come under pressure as tide levels increase and the beach will tend towards moving
landwards and raising its crest (ECC1).
19 Through a Deviock Neighbourhood Community Survey (CEB1) and Deviock Parish
meetings, the community has raised concerns about increasing new development in this
area. Following the guidance from Cornwall Council’s Flood and Coastal Strategic
Resilience Lead, the Parish Council have been made aware that we, as a community, must
take control of coastal management in our area and therefore, we have created these
‘Coastal Change’ policies.
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4.1.1. CC1 – Designation of Coastal Change Management Area (CCMA)
CC1.1 Objective
20 To allow for Deviock’s coastline to develop in a sustainable way by managing the effects
of physical change to enable the community to adapt to a managed realignment policy
for the future.
CC1 Policy
Designating the coastline of Deviock Parish as a Coastal Change Management Area.

CC1.2 Justification
21 The Parish will designate the Deviock coastline as a CCMA. The National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) (NG1) outlines that local communities should identify themselves as a
CCMA if their area is likely to be affected by physical changes to the coast.
22 According to the Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) (ECC1), a large proportion of
Deviock’s coastline is at risk of coastal erosion including the B3247 and Looe Hill Road,
which the community rely heavily upon. Currently, the SMP states there is a ‘hold the
line’ (HTL) approach to the west region of the Downderry coastline where hard sea
defences including the curved sea wall and the rock armour are situated (refer to
Appendix 4). However, due to the increase in sea level rise and wave height, the SMP
states a HTL policy, and therefore maintaining these defences, will only be sustainable
until 2025. It has been predicted that these defences will have a residual life of 20-25
years meaning there will be protection in this area for the next 32 years. After 2025, there
will be a managed realignment (MR) policy. The rest of the Downderry’s coastline has a
‘no active intervention’ (NAI) policy for the short term and long term (ECC1). Seaton’s
coastline has a MR policy behind the seawall protecting Looe Hill and the Cornwall
Geological Site, and a NAI policy beyond this to the west (see Appendix 4).
23 The main source of sediment at Downderry and Seaton Beach results from the erosion of
the cliffs (ECC1), therefore, a MR policy will allow for a more sustainable coastline than
the current HTL policy by allowing sediment to be replaced on the beach by the erosion
of the cliffs and so providing the Parish with a natural sea defence.
24 Overall, by designating this area as a CCMA, the Parish is able to manage the development
taking place within the CCMA to reduce the acceleration of coastal erosion and manage
the physical effects of coastal retreat.
4.1.2. CC2 – Proposals for development in the CCMA
CC2.1 Objective
25 Manage the development taking place along the Deviock coastline to minimise the
negative impacts of coastal erosion on local infrastructure and housing and prepare the
community for any coastal change in the future. This will be done through the designation
of a Coastal Erosion Zone (CEZ), Flood Zone (FZ) and a Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Zone
(CEVZ).
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CC2 Policy
Any development proposals within the CCMA will be assessed depending on their
proximity to the cliff at risk of erosion or areas within a flood zone.
The CCMA is split up into 2 zones:
1. Flood Zone: defined as Flood Zone 3. This area is set out by the Environment
Agency (see Appendix 5).
2. Coastal Erosion Zone: defined as the area within the 100-year erosion line which
was set out by the Cornwall Coastal Vulnerability Map for Planning (CCVMP) and
based on the National Coastal Erosion Risk Management (NCERM) prediction
assuming the SMP policies will be followed. In addition, a 25m buffer is added to
the landward side of the 100-year erosion line due to the nature of the
steepness of the hill (see Appendix 6).
3. Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Zone: defined as a 30m zone from the landward
edge of the Coastal Change Zone (see Appendix 6).
Proposal for development in the FZ and CEZ:
Proposals for new development, extensions and enlargement of already permanent
development will not be supported in the Coastal Change Zone.
Proposals for development in the CEVZ:
Proposals for new development, extensions, change of use or enlargement in this area
need to have an extensive geo-technical analysis take place to prove they are not
increasing runoff rates which could affect the road and accelerate coastal erosion.
Drainage Management within the CCMA:
Soakaways and other infiltration based sustainable systems must not be installed within
10m of the Coastal Change Zone.
CC2.2 Justification
26 Coastal Erosion, Flood and Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Zones have been designated on
the Deviock coastline using guidance from the Cornwall Coastal Vulnerability Map for
Planning (CCVMP) which is based upon the NCERM prediction and the area defined as
Flood Zone 3 by the Environment Agency (ECC4).
27 The SMP has set out policies to allow the Deviock coastline to erode and flood in a
minimum-impact way for both the community and the natural habitat. In the long-term,
the west of Downderry has a MR policy whilst the east has a NAI policy. In addition, Seaton
has a MR policy in the long-term. Preventing extension of development taking place in the
Looe Hill area will reduce the reliance on Looe Hill Road in the future. The rejection of
further development within this zone will allow for our community to adapt to coastal
erosion and follow the SMP policies.
28 Designating a FZ will discourage development on the valley floor and support measures
to maintain the water courses in a healthy condition (ECBE2).
29 The 25m buffer was added to the landward side of the CEZ to prevent an increase in
surface water runoff and decrease the reliance on the B3247 for future development. The
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area behind the CEZ is a steep hill and the CEZ coastline is comprised of a soft shale-clay
matrix cliff which is susceptible to slumping and landslips (ECC2). Increasing development
within this zone would cause more frequent landslips and an increase in traffic relying on
the B3247 which would be unsustainable for a MR policy.
30 The CEVZ is an area where development is not excluded but developing here could still
have adverse effects on the coastline and property already built in the CEZ. To minimise
sub-aerial coastal erosion and move development away from the reliance on the B3247
and Looe Hill Road, proposals to develop here must have a geo-technical assessment
undertaken by a suitably qualified consultancy to prove their proposed development will
not increase the rates of run off into Downderry and Looe Hill, Seaton.
31 Soakaways and other infiltration based sustainable systems must not be installed within
10m of the CEZ. National building regulations state soakaways should not be built within
5m of a building foundation. Policy CC2 is based on this regulation, however, an extra 5m
has been added due to the steepness of the land.
4.1.3. CC3 – Proposals for the development of privately-owned sea defences
CC3.1 Objective
32 The Parish would like to support privately-owned sea defences which do not increase the
risk of erosion to other properties or the coast.
CC3 Policy
Proposals for the development of privately-owned sea defences will be supported by
the Parish Council provided they do not individually or cumulatively result in
accelerated erosion of cliffs in the area; or the loss of established beach sediment
levels.
Applications for private defences must provide a geo-technical assessment
demonstrating the proposed development will not generate unacceptable impacts on
the coastal cliffs and beach.
Applications for private defences will be judged on a case-by-case basis. A geotechnical assessment must be provided before each is considered.
CC3.2 Justification
33 As mentioned earlier, the main source of sediment to the beach is fed from the toe of the
cliffs through cross-shore transport (ECC1) and there is little longshore sediment transport
taking place here. Hard coastal defences, funded by Cornwall Council, have only been built
and maintained at the western end of Downderry, to protect the B3247. The eastern end
of Downderry is a NAI zone (ECC1). There is a lot of unprotected development at the
eastern end of Downderry. Therefore, residents have built their own private sea defences
using a range of different techniques to protect their property.
34 These defences have proved to be successful in slowing down the rates of erosion (ECC2).
However, the beach relies on erosion from the cliffs to maintain its sediment levels. An
increase in coastal defences will cause a reduction in the volume of sediment being fed to
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the beach which will cause narrowing and steepening of the beach and therefore increase
the strain on defences.
35 Beach loss from an increase in private sea defences will also have a negative impact in the
aesthetic of the beach, potentially preventing the community from using the beach and
reducing tourism in this area, which could have a negative impact on the local economy.
36 There is a high level of uncertainty of the effects of coastal erosion to this area due to the
lack of scientific research that has taken place here. The Parish will support the
development of sustainable privately-owned sea defences. However, developments will
be considered and dealt with on a case-by-case basis and a geo-technical assessment must
be provided before any development is considered.
4.1.4. CC4 – Maintaining Beach Access
CC4.1 Objective
37 The objective of this policy is to maintain and improve access to Seaton and Downderry
beach. Maintaining access to Downderry beach will enable the Parish to carry on
supporting the small fishing fleet which operates out of Downderry while improving
access to Seaton beach is necessary for both the public and the emergency services.
CC4 Policy
Applications to maintain, adapt and improve access to Seaton and Downderry beaches
will be supported.
This includes the slipway in Downderry, maintaining the boat parking, and improving
ramp access at the eastern and western end of Seaton beach for public and emergency
use.
CC4.2 Justification
38 By reviewing the Deviock Neighbourhood Plan survey (CEB1), the Parish Council has
concluded that Downderry and Seaton beaches provide the community with the lifestyle
and love they all share for the ocean. The community has decided it is vital that we adapt
and maintain access to the beach to accommodate the needs of all users especially taking
into consideration increasing sea level rise, wave heights and storm frequency.
39 Downderry beach maintains a small fleet of fishing boats, which land their catches in Looe.
This provides members of the community with an income, especially through the summer
months. In addition, the community frequently use Downderry Beach slipway for
recreational boats, kayaks, stand-up paddle boards and more. The Parish is very aware
that increasing storm frequency, wave heights and sea level rise is causing the slipway and
craft facilities (chains to lock boats/kayaks to) to be repeatedly damaged. Therefore, it
proposes to maintain and adapt these facilities to support the local community.
40 Deviock Parish would like to support and improve the accessibility to both Downderry and
Seaton beaches. The beach is one of the main attractions that brings tourism to the area.
The Parish would like to support the adaption and maintenance of slipways and pathways
to both beaches to encourage people of all abilities to visit the area and to improve
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emergency access. Doing so will consequently benefit the local restaurants, pubs, cafes
and shops, and boost the local economy.
41 Downderry and Seaton beaches each face a range of pressures exerted on them from
coastal change. Seaton beach will see an increase in flooding with climate change (refer
to Figure 2) and so beach accessibility will have to adapt to increasing flooding events. On
the other hand, Downderry beach will see an increase in coastal erosion (Figure 2),
meaning the slipway and fishing facilities will have to adapt to erosion pressures.

4.2. Housing – ‘H’ Policies
Policies in this section:
H1 Supporting new development that meets local demand
H2 Small scale development
H3 Principal residence requirement
H4 Building footprint
42 Deviock Parish is part of the Looe and Liskeard development region of Cornwall. The
region has been set development targets and the community recognises that the
Neighbourhood Plan has a critical role in setting out the policies that plan sustainable
growth and development, whilst ensuring that the special and distinctive nature of the
Parish – heritage, environment and community cohesion – are not only retained, but
enhanced.
43 The Parish has some unique housing issues:
•

It has a higher than normal proportion of elderly retired people, many of whom have
expressed a desire to downsize in the future, but the stock of smaller 1-2 bedroom
houses is limited.

•

There are a significant number of holiday homes and second homes, meaning that
there is a substantial turnover of people in the Parish during the summer months, and
in the winter months a large number of properties are unoccupied.

•

Development is not easy. Coastal erosion makes new building close to the sea a risk,
whilst potential development areas away from the coast are mostly on steep slopes.

•

The main housing areas are becoming more congested, reducing the current
attractive housing spacing, and creating more congestion on the narrow roads. The
recent trend to build large 4/5-bedroom houses does not serve stated local needs.

•

There are issues of flooding in Seaton, Downderry and Hessenford which restrict
development

•

Key ‘green’ spaces within the main settlements are valued as contributing to the
attractiveness of the community and should be protected where possible.
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4.2.1. H1 – Supporting new development that meets local demand
H1.1 Objective
44 To make a significant contribution towards meeting the local demand for smaller
dwellings and to prevent the local community from being ‘pushed out’ from the Parish.
H1 Policy
New housing needs should reflect the demographic needs of the community; therefore,
we will favour smaller dwellings, 1-3 bedroomed dwellings, affordable housing and
homes for life, suitable for downsizing.
H1.2 Justification
45 The Deviock neighbourhood community surveys (CEB1) have revealed that at present 62%
of those who answered the survey live in 3-4 bedroom houses. The survey revealed a
priority need for smaller 2-3 bed properties for elderly residents who wish to downsize
and remain in the Parish. Such properties should ideally be on one level and provide easy
access to community facilities, freeing-up many 3-5 bed properties that are under-utilised.
The Parish Council will not approve new proposals for large 5+ bed properties unless a
specific need can be established for the permanent single home of a large family. This is
due to only 6% of the community wanting 5+ bedroom houses in the next 30 years whilst
14% want 1-2 bed houses and 37% want 3-4 bed houses.
46 A mix of housing will provide for a balanced community, including the provision of
affordable housing, and meet the needs of the elderly and those with disabilities. To
contribute to the existing and future needs of the community, developments should
provide a mix of sizes, types and tenures, with provision for specialist housing such as
supported and retirement housing and a residential care home.
4.2.2. H2 – Small Scale Development
H2.1 Objective
47 To encourage sustainable development by minimising the strain on local infrastructure
and keeping the impact of surface run-off to a minimum.
H2 Policy
This Plan will support proposals for small site development, defined as schemes of no
more than 6 dwellings, but preference will be given to smaller schemes.
H2.2 Justification
48 The Deviock neighbourhood community survey (CEB1) revealed 52% of the community
want to prioritise protecting green spaces and biodiversity, 50% want to protect the
landscape and historic environment and 51% want to protect the community from flood
risk and coastal erosion. Consultation meetings (CEB2 and CEB3) show the Parish,
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specifically Downderry, Seaton and Hessenford, have a lack of land suitable for
developments which are proposing 6 or more dwellings. In addition, the narrow roads and
infrastructure within Seaton and Downderry are currently incapable of supporting
development plots larger than 6 dwellings.
49 The community evidence collected (CEB1, CEB2 and CEB3) reflect the community would
like to prioritise and protect the green spaces we have, prevent an acceleration in coastal
erosion but still enable the community to gain the housing requirements they need. The
Parish proposes small developments of no more than 6 dwellings will be supported within
Deviock Parish.
4.2.3. H3 – Principal Residence Requirement
H3.1 Objective
50 To safeguard the sustainability of Downderry and Seaton, whose communities are being
eroded through the amount of properties that are not occupied on a permanent basis.

H3 Policy
Proof of Principal Residence for Dwellings in Downderry and Seaton:
Due to the impact upon the local housing market of the continued uncontrolled growth
of dwellings used for holiday accommodation (as second or holiday homes) new open
market housing, excluding replacement dwellings, will only be supported where there is
a restriction to ensure its occupancy as a Principal Residence.
Sufficient guarantee must be provided of such occupancy restriction through the
imposition of a planning condition or legal agreement. New unrestricted second homes
will not be supported at any time.
Principal Residences are defined as those occupied as the residents' sole or main
residence, where the residents spend the majority of their time when not working away
from home.
The condition or obligation on new open market homes will require that they are
occupied only as the primary (principal) residence of those persons entitled to occupy
them.
Occupiers of homes with a Principal Residence condition will be required to keep proof
that they are meeting the obligation or condition and be obliged to provide this proof
if/when Cornwall Council requests this information. Proof of Principal Residence is via
verifiable evidence which could include, for example (but not limited to) residents being
registered on the local electoral register and being registered for and attending local
services (such as healthcare, schools etc).
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H3.2 Justification
51 The Deviock neighbourhood community survey (CEB1) states 36% of the community
would like to prioritise affordable housing to be developed in Deviock. However, the
community has witnessed that a large number of second homes have been the main
trends of development specifically in Downderry and Seaton. In order to meet the housing
needs of the local community, create new opportunities for a mixture of people to live
here, strengthen the community and bring a greater balance to the local housing market,
the Deviock NDP supports the provision of full-time principal residence housing. This is
new housing which has to be used as the principal residence of the household living in it
but does not have the price controls that affordable housing does, or any local connection
requirement.
4.2.4. H4 – Building Footprint
H4.1 Objective
52 To preserve green space, rural integrity and communal views of the ocean in Downderry
and Seaton.
H4 Policy
New, redeveloped and extended residual buildings should occupy no more than 50% by
area of their plot.
H4.2 Justification
53 Policy H4 reinforces Policy 12 of the Cornwall Local Plan (NG2). The community feels very
strongly towards protecting the distinctive natural and historic character of the Parish.
This includes preserving the remaining green spaces, the surrounding cliffs and the gaps
and glimpses between houses looking out towards the sea.
54 Feedback gained through Parish Council meetings and the Deviock neighbourhood
community survey (CEB1) state the community feel negatively towards new development
jeopardizing the historic and natural character of the Parish. This policy is supported by
Policy 12 (2) of the Cornwall Local Plan (NG2) where Cornwall Council states:
55 “… development proposals should protect individuals and property from:
a. overlooking and unreasonable loss of privacy; and
b. overshadowing and overbearing impacts; and
c. unreasonable noise and disturbance.”
56 Settlements within Deviock are surrounded by cliffs, rolling hills, valleys and the sea. The
remaining greenspaces are becoming increasingly unsuitable for development.
Individuals properties are being overlooked and new development risks overshadowing
existing development. The Parish is also facing problems such as coastal squeeze and
increasing pressures on transport infrastructure.
57 Development has led to an increased risk of sub-aerial coastal erosion and damage to
infrastructure through increased run-off (ECC1). Throughout the years, there have been a
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number of redevelopments where larger properties have been built on the original plot.
This policy looks to prevent new development from increasing surface water runoff as this
is known to be one of the main factors increasing sub-aerial cliff erosion (ECC2), in the
coastal communities of Deviock, and damaging and increasing the strain to the main
roads.
58 A combination of the factors mentioned above has caused the Neighbourhood
Development Plan team to make the decision to create a policy which allows the
community to take responsibility for conserving the historic and natural character of the
Parish and reduce the destructive impacts of surface water runoff to our infrastructure
and cliffs.

4.3. Transport, Economy and Amenities – ‘TEA’ Policies
Policies in this section:
TEA1 Car Parking
TEA2 Electric Charging Points
TEA3 Community Assets
TEA4 Conversions and Extensions that Create Employment
TEA5 Supporting Residential Care Facilities
59 The economic pull of Plymouth is substantial, with a significant number of people
commuting into Plymouth for work and accessing services such as Derriford Hospital and
the major shopping outlets. Plymouth is 17 miles from Downderry and Hessenford, and
18 miles from Seaton by car. St Germans is between 6 and 7 miles away, St Germans
provides limited connectivity to main line trains accessing Plymouth and onwards to
London but has no provision for car parking close to the station. Liskeard is 8-9 miles away,
and all east- and west-bound trains stop there. The station has a large parking area
nearby. The Deviock neighbourhood community survey (CEB1) highlighted the
importance of protecting the existing roads and bus routes to provide access to
employment opportunities.
60 The Parish Council seeks to follow NPPF (NG1) guidance to create a Neighbourhood Plan
that sets out to protect community assets and facilities to reduce congestion, encourage
sustainable transport and provide better connectivity between transport hubs (buses and
cycle routes to St Germans). There are currently no electric charging points for cars or
electric bicycles in the Parish. In the summer there are pressures with car parking, and at
peak times cars parked on the roads haphazardly cause obstructions, particularly in
Seaton. This is of particular concern for emergency service vehicles accessing the Parish.
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4.3.1 TEA1-2 – Car Parking
TEA1-2.1 Objective
61 Protect the car parks in the villages of the Parish and encourage off-street parking to
reduce traffic congestion.
TEA1 Policy
Encourage off-street parking to reduce traffic congestion in Downderry and Seaton.
Proposals for housing development will be required to provide a minimum of one offstreet parking space for units of 1-2 bedrooms.
Proposals for housing development units of 3+ bedrooms will require a minimum of
two off-street parking spaces.
Proposals for less off-street parking than those outlined above will only be permitted if:
a) alternative and accessible car parking arrangements can be demonstrated and
which themselves do not add to on-street parking.
b) Adequate parking is available through a resident’s parking scheme.

TEA2 Policy
Development proposals that would result in the loss of Deviock off-road car parking
spaces will not be permitted unless more off-street parking is provided.

TEA1-2.2 Justification
62 The Deviock neighbourhood community survey (CEB1) highlighted residents are
concerned about congestion building up on the roads. This is exacerbated during the
summer months when visitors also park on the roads, reducing and limiting access to
properties and facilities. Following recommendations from the current Cornwall Design
Guide (ETEA1) relating to ‘Street & Home – Car Parking’, the Parish Council looks to
encourage the number of tourists visiting the area but also allow residents to have an
ease of access to Parish facilities by protecting carparks and insisting that new
developments provide sufficient off-street car parking for residents.
4.3.2 TEA3 – Electric Charging Points
TEA3.1 Objective
63 To promote sustainable and alternative transport within the Parish.
TEA3 Policy
Proposals for electric charging points for bicycles and cars in the Parish will be
supported.
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TEA3.2 Justification
64 The Deviock neighbourhood community survey (CEB1) highlights 93% of residents travel
outside the Parish for facilities and 68% relying on their car to travel around the Parish.
65 Following NPPF policies, section 9 (NG1), the Parish Council would like to promote
sustainable transport throughout the community by supporting the installation of electric
charging for bicycles and cars in Broads Yard carpark, Seaton Country Park and other
points within the Parish.
4.3.3 TEA4 – Community Facilities
TEA4.1 Objective
66 To protect facilities and spaces of community value.
TEA4 Policy
Development that results in the loss of community facilities (those mentioned below)
or result in the harm of their character, function and general quality will only be
permitted if they are replaced by a community facility of the same function with an
equal or higher quality or it can be demonstrated the facility is not viable.
In order to demonstrate the facility is unviable, the following criteria must be
satisfactorily addressed:
a) The existing facility has been actively marketed as such for a period of no less
than 12 months.
b) This facility has been widely marketed at a reasonable market value and other
terms for the facility that are comparable to the market values for the facility in
that general locality.
c) Where a change of the use of an existing or former facility is permissible,
proposals to bring forward uses with a clear social benefit to the existing
community are encouraged.

TEA4.2 Justification
67 During the Deviock neighbourhood community survey (CEB1) and consultation meetings
the Deviock Parish community listed areas and facilities which they frequently use and
provide community value. Community facilities and public spaces that they would like to
protect and retain include:
•

Downderry: the primary school and playing field, the Methodist Church, St. Nicolas
Church, the Village Hall (Working Mens’ Club), Inn on the Shore, Memorial Gardens,
and the Broads Yard car park.

•

Seaton: The Country Park and the Triangle.

•

Hessenford: St Anne’s Church, the Church Hall and Institute.
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68 The NPPF states: “Planning policies and decisions should enable…the retention and
development of accessible local services and community facilities, such as local shops,
meeting places, sports venues, open space, cultural buildings, public houses and places of
worship.”
69 In addition, Policy 4 of the Cornwall Local Plan also supports the protection of community
facilities. The Plan outlines community facilities should be retained, and new ones
supported unless there is no need for the facility, it is not viable, or the services can be
provided for in an alternative accessible location.
4.3.4 TEA5 – Conversions and extensions that create employment
TEA5.1 Objective
70 Embrace opportunities within the Parish that create further employment and encourage
tourism.

TEA5 Policy
Conversions and extensions of existing buildings that create further employment will
be encouraged. This includes support for existing businesses such as shops, public
houses, cafes and restaurants. This may include additional storage and capacity, and
expansion to improve long-term viability.
TEA5.2 Justification
71 Tourism is a key employment sector and the Deviock Neighbourhood Community survey
identified opportunities for expansion in tourism businesses whilst recognising the
importance of protecting our natural environment. The natural environment is the key
tourist asset of the Parish. This includes the beaches, Country Park, woods, footpaths and
the area’s rich biodiversity. There is the capacity for the area to absorb additional visitor
numbers and thus create some additional employment opportunities. We would
particularly welcome year-round accommodation which encourages high value green
tourism. There is a shortage of suitable accommodation in the Parish for walkers on the
South-West Coastal Path, and touring cyclists. The lack of suitable accommodation means
that walkers and cyclists do not stop and support the Parish’s shops and restaurants.
Additional visitors, particularly those that visit outside the main school holidays, will help
to sustain services and the viability of businesses such as shops and restaurants
4.3.5 TEA6 – Supporting residential care facilities
TEA6.1 Objective
72 Provide facilities within the Parish to encourage and enable an inclusive community for
all.
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TEA6 Policy
Proposals for assisted living facilities will be supported so that people who need
support are able to stay within their local community.
TEA6.2 Justification
73 The Parish will support the development of assisted living facilities to enable the elderly
and vulnerable to remain within the community.
74 The Deviock Neighbourhood Plan Community survey (CEB1) summarises:
75 “As the population ages there is likely to be an increase in need for smaller homes and
sheltered accommodation. Housing was seen to be a contentious issue.”
76 To overcome these concerns, the Parish proposes the development of any assisted living
facilities within the community will be supported by Deviock Parish.

4.4. Conservation, Biodiversity and Environment – ‘CBE’ Policies
Policies in this section:
CBE 1 Linking to Green Infrastructure
CBE 2 Enhancing the Natural Landscape
CBE 3 Conserving the County Geological Site
77 In Deviock Parish there are large expanses of agricultural land between the farms and
settlements of Hessenford, Tredis and Narkurs. In Seaton the developed areas are in
raised locations. There is a band of development following the main road through to
Downderry, historically with small residential bungalows with gardens on the north side
of the main road, and some large Victorian houses in large grounds on the south side.
There is further development across some of the hills, notably Buttlegate, and parts of the
coastline.
78 Within Deviock Parish, areas have been designated as the following:
•

Area of Great Landscape Value

•

Local Nature Reserves

•

County Wildlife Sites

•

Natura 2000

•

Regionally Important Geological and Geomorphological Site (ECBE5.1-2)

79 See Cornwall Interactive Mapping for the designations of these sites:
https://map.cornwall.gov.uk/website/ccmap/?zoomlevel=1&xcoord=162690&ycoord=6
4380&wsName=ccmap&layerName=
80 As a whole, Deviock has been designated as an Area of Great Landscape Value. Cornwall
Council describes this designation as:
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81 “An area that should maintain the character and distinctive landscape qualities of such
areas.”
82 In addition, the NPPF highlights communities should integrate green infrastructure into
their community to conserve and enhance the natural, built and historic environment as
well as use green infrastructure to promote a healthy and safe community. Therefore,
Deviock Parish looks to conserve our biodiversity and environment following NPPF and
Cornwall Local Plan policies.
4.4.1 CBE1 – Linking to Green Infrastructure
CBE1.1 Objective
83 To develop an eco-friendly infrastructure strategy, network and, through conservation, to
protect the coastline and the natural beauty of the Parish landscape.
CBE1 Policy
New dwellings should aim, where possible to link in with the existing footpath network
across the Parish.

CBE1.2 Justification
84 Deviock prides itself on the beauty of its natural environment. This ranges from the Seaton
Country Park, the beaches and a range of woodlands and greenspaces the parish is
surrounded by. It was highlighted during the community survey (CEB1) that 45% of
respondents enjoyed the distinctive nature of these greenspaces and enjoy using the
existing network of parish-owned and permissive paths across the parish to interconnect
these areas (see Appendix 7).
85 Deviock looks to enhance its connectivity with nature by proposing new developments
must demonstrate their links into the footpath network across the parish. This policy is
supported by Policy 27 of the Cornwall Local Plan (NG2) which states that major
development (10+ dwellings) should provide opportunities by means other than car.
Smaller developments that are likely to increase conflict between walker/cyclists/horse
riders and cars must introduce additional passing places to enable the whole community
to carry on enjoying these networks. This will allow the community to maintain its access
to enjoy the parish’s green infrastructure and beaches.
86 This policy supports guidance from the NPPF (section 8) whereby Deviock is promoting a
healthy and safe community through the provision of safe and accessible green
infrastructure as well as conserving and enhancing its natural environment and green
infrastructure.
87 Policy CBE1 is also supported by the planning and land management guidelines provided
by the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Landscape Character Study (ECBE2). Guidelines suggest
“considering the recreational potential of the woodlands and include in any plan the
possibility of enhancing and extending the existing footpath network.”
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4.4.2 CBE2 – Enhancing the Natural Landscape
CBE2.1 Objective
88 To maintain the natural environment and landscape of the Parish.
CBE2 Policy
Development proposals should maintain and enhance the character and distinctive
landscape qualities of the Deviock’s Area of Great Landscape Value.
CBE2.2 Justification
89 Deviock Parish was designated as an Area of Great Landscape Value by Cornwall Council.
This is defined in the Caradon Local Plan First Alteration (ECBE4), Policy CL9 as:
90 “Proposed development in the Areas of Great Landscape Value identified on the Proposals
Map will not be permitted if it would materially harm the character of the particular area
and if it does not closely reflect the traditional building styles and local materials, or the
characteristic pattern of settlement, in the particular area.”
91 Therefore, as mentioned earlier in policy ‘H’ the Parish welcomes sites which comply with
the housing policies, however, this policy is outlining that houses built must not damage
the integrity of the natural landscape within Deviock.
92 In addition, the community survey (CEB1) and Parish council community meetings (CEB2)
reflect the parish do not want further development within the area to reduce the
biodiversity and natural green environment in Deviock. Therefore, the Parish council will
not support development that compromises this as an Area of Great Landscape Value.
4.4.3 CBE3 – Conserving the County Geological Site
CBE3.1 Objective
93 To protect sites of geological importance which form a key part of the attractive landscape
of Deviock.
CBE3 Policy
The Seaton Beach County Geological Site will be considered and protected against
harmful effects from new development.
CBE3.2 Justification
94 Seaton Beach was designated as a County Geological Site due to its scientific importance,
educational value and the role it plays in forming a key part of Deviock’s attractive and
evocative landscape (ECBE5.1-2). This County Geological Site contributes to the
environmental quality of the Deviock coastline and provides the community with a sense
of place.
95 The NPPF highlights planning should conserve and enhance the natural environment by
protecting and enhancing valued landscapes and sites of geological value (NG1). In
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addition, Policy 23 of the Cornwall Local Plan (NG2) supports geodiversity due to its
influence on the well-being of people and the key role it plays in climate change, adaption
and mitigation.
96 Therefore, the community would like to protect Seaton Beach as a County Geological Site
by protecting it from any harmful effects caused by new development.

4.5. Historic and Natural Environment – ‘HNE’ Policies
Policies in this section:
HNE 1 Protection of the Historic Environment
97 The village of Hessenford is a conservation area whilst Narkurs, Downderry and Seaton
show early cottages dating from the 17th and 18th centuries, including old farm buildings
(e.g. The Smugglers), also the Inn on the Shore, and various farm cottages such as Rose
Cottage, the Blacksmith’s Shop (and the next-door cottage) and St Nicolas Church. There
are additionally some examples of impressive Victorian architecture such as the large
houses along Main Road – Downderry House, Carwythenack, and also Whitefriars and
Prospect Villa. Whilst some additional building took place in the 1920s, the 1940s saw a
large RAF presence in the Parish with associated coastal defences and RAF buildings, some
of which remain today.
98 The Parish also contains historic hedgerows, lane structures and banks. There are also
war memorials. The whole of Deviock Parish sits within the Cornish Killas National
Conservation area and is designated an Area of Great Landscape Value.
4.5.1 HNE1 – Protection of the Historic Environment
HNE1.1 Objective
99 To maintain the natural and historic environment of the Parish through careful
consideration of scale, design, layout and location of any new developments.
100 To have a positive strategy to identify, consider and protect heritage assets in Deviock
Parish, which are an irreplaceable resource.
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HNE1 Policy
Any new development should be sensitively assessed for impact on the whole Parish,
or individual village scenes:
•

Building design should ensure that the open nature of the street scene is protected,
including green space, maintaining current roof lines, with its tiered approach
following the hillside, hedges and protecting existing views of and access to the
beach.

•

The old part of Downderry, from St Nicolas Church to Brenton Terrace should be
preserved where possible (see Appendix 8).

•

Historic buildings relating to WW2 should be assessed for their historic value and,
where appropriate, protected from surrounding development.

HNE1.2 Justification
101 The areas mentioned in section 4.5 are areas of great importance and must be
protected in any development plans. In addition, Policy 24 of the Cornwall Local Plan
(NG2) sets out the importance of retaining the historical design and character of an area.
The centres of the 2 main villages in the Parish have significant character. Each has a large
open space which should be protected. Seaton has the triangle and Downderry has Broads
Yard (presently a car park) and adjacent hillside. Both these areas historically create a
central public open space that adds to the openness and welcoming feel that visitor and
holiday locations need to maintain.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: A table showing the population of Deviock, separated into age groups and
a comparison against Cornwall, the South West and England.

Appendix 2: A comparison of employment statistics in Deviock and Cornwall in 2001
and 2011.
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Appendix 3: A graph showing the percentage of owned and rented houses in Deviock
between 2001 and 2011 and a comparison to Cornwall.
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Appendix 4: National Coastal Erosion Risk Map showing the shoreline management
policies until 2025.
(Source: ECC5)
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Appendix 5: Deviock Flood Zones
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Appendix 6: Deviock Coastal Erosion and Coastal Erosion Vulnerability Zones
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Appendix 7: Deviock Parish Public Rights of Way
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Appendix 8: Downderry’s Historic Centre
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